WANT TO INCREASE PROTEIN & FEED VALUE OF YOUR CORN AND MAXIMISE ANIMAL PRODUCTION? We have the answer! BerrysCorn

**BerrysCorn**

UREA AND ENZYME ENHANCED GRAIN FEEDING SYSTEM

- Average pH of around 9
- Converts Urea to Ammonia Gas
- Increases Protein by up to 5 units
- Contractor Friendly
- Increases digestibility
- Fixed Application Rate
- Feed Out after 2-3 weeks
- Excellent On Farm Results

"When we treat our cereals with BerrysCorn it produces a very safe feed with excellent neutralising value, ideal for ad-lib cereal situations. It stores well and the urea and enzymes provides a consistent uplift in protein, even when initial protein levels in grain can vary off the field".

Luka Thomas, Treguddick Farm, Launceston, Cornwall

"We use BerrysCorn to treat our home grown wheat. A fantastic, value for money product which kept extremely well. BerrysCorn has helped produce plenty of high quality milk through the extra protein and pH it has supplied. The consistency of the cows makes it a no brainer and would definitely recommend the use of this excellent product".

Mark Adams, Ward Farm, Torrington, Devon

Richard Webster Nutrition
01335 345092/07703 203686
www.rwn.org.uk

“Excellent on farm feedback”

“Far better results than using just straight urea”